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Abstract 11 

Hypothesis 12 

Proper evaluation of the intrinsic stability of metals with humic nanoparticles calls for a robust 13 

representation of the particulate electrostatic features. Addressing here the case of trivalent metal 14 

association with humics for which a significant electrostatic contribution is expected, we report a 15 

robust interpretative approach as an alternative to the conventional but approximative Donnan model 16 

applied in the speciation codes.  17 

Experiments 18 

The intrinsic chemical binding affinity of Indium to humic nanoparticles is tackled from equilibrium 19 

electroanalytical measurements (Absence of Gradient and Nernstian Equilibrium Stripping) in NaClO4 20 

electrolyte (10-100mM, pH4) at different metal-to-humics concentration ratios. The electrostatic 21 

contribution was evaluated using a Poisson-Boltzmann based-approach where the key electrostatic 22 

descriptors of humics are involved. 23 

Findings 24 

The electrochemical results interpreted in the light of so identified non-specific indium binding 25 

contribution evidences a dramatic impact of electrostatics on indium complexation by humics, with 26 

e.g. in 10mM electrolyte an intraparticulate Boltzmann metal accumulation factor that is ca. 5 times 27 

larger than that reported for cadmium and highly-charged fulvics complexants. A successful 28 

comparison between theory and experiments is consistently achieved over the tested electrolyte 29 

concentrations with the only adjustment of the radius of the metal accumulation spherical volume. The 30 

analysis reveals the necessity to consider full equilibration of charged humics with its intraparticulate 31 

counterion atmosphere. 32 

 33 

Keywords: Indium speciation; Trivalent cations; humic nanoparticles; intrinsic binding constants; 34 

AGNES; Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatics 35 
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INTRODUCTION 41 

Humic substances are naturally occurring polyelectrolytic materials that significantly control the 42 

speciation of trace metals in soils and natural waters, their transport and toxicity towards biota [1]. 43 

Recent conceptual framework supported by measurements have evidenced that a comprehensive 44 

evaluation of the molecular processes underlying the complexation of metals by humic nanoparticles 45 

(HNP) in aquatic media is mandatory for addressing the stability of HNP-metal complexes [2–5], their 46 

kinetics of formation and dissociation (chemodynamics)[6–8] and their (bioavai)lability at reactive 47 

macroscopic biointerfaces like microorganisms [9,10]. The common feature between chemodynamic 48 

and thermodynamic descriptors of metal binding to HNP and, more generically, to any other charged 49 

nanoparticulate complexants, is that they both inherently depend on the physicochemical environment 50 

of the HNP body and of its close surrounding, i.e. the regions where actual metal complexation takes 51 

place and where metal transfer by conductive diffusion to/from the complexant is operational [7,11–52 

13]. Under conditions where fully equilibrated metal speciation is achieved in HNP dispersions -which 53 

is subject to verification of the relevant dynamic criteria [14]- a clear connection must then be 54 

formulated between measurable (and apparent) stability constant of particulate metal complexes 55 

described in terms of metal and reactive site concentrations smeared-out over the whole sample 56 

volume, and that elaborated on the basis of relevant local intraparticulate concentrations of metal and 57 

reactant species [14]. This differentiation between local and smeared-out concentrations makes it 58 

possible to portray equilibrium metal speciation at the scale of an individual HNP complexant 59 

following practical strategies delineated by Town et al.[5] on the basis of e.g. electroanalytical 60 

measurements performed in 1-1 and 2-1 background electrolytes [2,3]. This leads, in particular, to 61 

evaluation of the fraction of intraparticulate hydrated free and inner-sphere complexed metal ions, and 62 

to quantitative appreciation of electrostatic metal condensation in the extra- or intra-particulate electric 63 

double layer regions [5]. 64 

Consistent recovery of intrinsic binding affinity of metals to HNP from experimental 65 

measurements is systematically tied to adequate modelling of the electrostatic potential distribution 66 

from bulk electrolyte solution to inner part of HNP body [2–5]. Within the equilibrium NICA-Donnan 67 

and WHAM/Model VII metal speciation concepts [15–18], this potential distribution is considered to 68 

obey a priori Donnan representation, regardless of the size of the particulate complexant compared to 69 

the Debye layer thickness. This approximation, if applied to HNP particles with radius e.g. lower than 70 

ca. 5 nm, comes to violate the fundamental electrostatic Poisson equation under practical conditions of 71 

solution ionic strengths (1 to 100 mM) [19]. Intrinsic chemical binding affinities derived with 72 

considering such inadequate electrostatic framework as a starting basis generally loses 73 

physicochemical significance [19]. This is reflected, in particular, by metal binding heterogeneity 74 

features that are inconsistent compared to those independently addressed from stripping 75 

electrochemical measurements [20,21]. The reader is referred to the critical review [19] of the NICA-76 
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Donnan and WHAM/Model VII modelling framework for further details on the limits or incorrectness 77 

of their particle electrostatic descriptors. Accordingly, physically sound alternatives have been 78 

proposed, in agreement with experimental data, to better describe the extend and mode of electrostatic 79 

association of metals to soft and hard nanoparticulate ligands carrying reactive sites distributed in their 80 

volume (like HNP) or confined to their surface, respectively [14,22]. These alternatives are based on 81 

the governing Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation which captures the magnitude and structure of 82 

particle electric field operating in the extra- and/or intra-particulate regions depending on particle size, 83 

particle softness and solution ionic strength [14]. In turn, Boltzmann accumulation of metal ions in the 84 

intraparticulate HNP volume and/or in the interfacial double layer region formed with the outer 85 

electrolyte solution can be estimated making use of independent electrokinetic or protolytic titration 86 

data whose interpretation provides the required density of reactive charges carried by the complexants 87 

[23–25]. Important developments of the theoretical framework include the impact of background 88 

counter-ions accumulation within the particle body during equilibration of the charged particulate 89 

complexant with its ionic atmosphere [26], and the account of Manning-like condensation of metals in 90 

the intraparticulate double layer region of highly-charged complexants [2–4,19,27]. Identification of 91 

the effective region of metal ions accumulation inside or beyond the physical volume of the 92 

complexants corrected for electric double layer extension is a further option provided by the theory 93 

[23].    94 

So far, the above generic theoretical framework has been successfully applied to quantify the 95 

extent by which particle electric field contributes to binding of common divalent metal cations (e.g. 96 

Cd(II), Cu(II) or Pb(II)) to humic and fulvic nanoparticles [2,3,5]. While the underlying mechanistic 97 

aspects of divalent metal complexation are now better understood, the binding of higher-valence 98 

metals to HNP still requires detailed investigation free of the over-simplified electrostatic descriptors 99 

subsumed in NICA-Donnan or WHAM/Model VII speciation concepts. Such analysis is all the more 100 

necessary as impacts of particle electrostatics on metal complexation is expected to increase with 101 

metal valence according to an exponential manner, as anticipated from the conventional form of 102 

Boltzmann metal accumulation factor. Due to their abundance in the critical zone and the key roles 103 

played by trivalent metal ions in various microbial and geochemical processes [28] or their 104 

differentiated toxicity with respect to oxidation state [29], efforts have been undertaken to analyse the 105 

complexation of Cr(III) [30], Al(III) and Fe(III) [31] by humic substances via the only prism of 106 

approximate NICA-Donnan or WHAM/Model VII interpretative frameworks. Speciation of other 107 

elements like Eu(III) is also documented due to its use as an analogue for predicting transport of 108 

radionuclides in the geosphere [32]. Given the above elements, the objective of the current study is to 109 

address the intrinsic chemical binding affinity of indium to HNP in the light of latest knowledge on 110 

ionic reactivity of nanoparticles [19]. The purpose is to achieve a proper discrimination between 111 

electrostatic and chemical components of HNP-In complexes. For this work, the choice of indium as a 112 

model trivalent metal ion is further motivated by its aqueous geochemistry dominated by hydroxo-113 
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complexes formation, very analogous to that of aluminum or rare earth metals like scandium and 114 

gallium, used for the production of semi-conducting materials [33]. In detail, indium cation binding to 115 

humic nanoparticles with radius 5 nm is addressed at various metal-to-ligand ratios as a function of 116 

background NaClO4 electrolyte concentration using the equilibrium electroanalytical technique 117 

AGNES (Absence of Gradient and Nernstian Equilibrium), well-adapted to measure accurately a large 118 

range of free In(III) concentrations in solution down to the nM level [34,35]. The study was carried 119 

out at pH=4.0 where there is a significant amount of trivalent indium ions and deprotonated HNPs 120 

carboxyl groups. Interpretation of the data is supported by the independent evaluation of some relevant 121 

electrostatic descriptors of humic nanoparticles from PB-based modelling of protolytic titration 122 

measurements. Use of these descriptors within theory for ionic partition equilibration of charged 123 

nanoparticles in aqueous media [26] leads to (i) consistent estimation of the intraparticulate 124 

accumulation volume of In(III) pending proper account of indium hydroxo-complexes formation in 125 

bulk solution, and (ii) evaluation of the pristine chemical component of In(III) binding to HNP nano-126 

complexant. Results are further discussed in relation to stability constants available for divalent and 127 

other trivalent metal-HNP complexes. 128 

 129 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 130 

The concentration of free indium metal species in bulk medium where HNPs were dispersed (see 131 

details below) was determined by AGNES [34,36], using a thin mercury film deposited on a rotating 132 

disk electrode as the working electrode. 133 

Humic acid sample. Humic substance extracted from soils was separated based on their solubility 134 

properties according to three fractions: fulvic acids that are always soluble at any pH, humic acids that 135 

are insoluble in acid media, and humin that is insoluble. Humic acid nanoparticles (HNPs) used in this 136 

work were extracted following the IHSS procedure for soil organic matter [37] from peat in the Mogi 137 

river region of Ribeirão Preto, São Paulo State, Brazil. Elemental analysis (CHN) yielded C: 51.3%; 138 

H: 4.2% and N: 3.8% with an ash content of 0.6% [38]. The HNP radius (rp) was determined by 139 

scanned stripping chronopotentiometry with rp = 5.0 1.4nm [25].  140 

Preparation of HNPs solution batches. All solutions used for the experiments were prepared with 141 

ultra-pure water (18.2 MΩ cm, Elga labwater). In(III) solutions were obtained from dilution of a 1000 142 

mg L
-1

 certified standard solution (Fluka). The ionic strength of the HNP suspension was fixed with 143 

sodium perchlorate (NaClO4) (Fluka, purity>>98%). Perchlorate acid (HClO4) (Fluka) or sodium 144 

hydroxide (NaOH) (Merck suprapur) solutions were further used to adjust solution pH. Batch 145 

suspensions of 5 mg L
-1

 purified humic acids were so prepared in 10, 30 and 100 mM NaClO4 146 

electrolyte, systematically in large excess over the indium metal species whose total concentration 147 

         
  was in the range 0.1 µM to 2.5 µM. Solution pH was adjusted to 4.00 upon addition of HClO4. 148 

At this selected pH and concentration level, there is no precipitation of indium. Prepared solutions 149 
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were equilibrated at least for 24 h prior to measurements. During electroanalytical measurements, 150 

oxygen elimination in the HNP batches was performed using Nitrogen (> 99.999% pure) purchased 151 

from Air Liquide.  152 

Electrochemical measurements. An Ecochemie Autolab type III potentiostat controlled by GPES 4.9 153 

software (Ecochemie, The Netherlands) was used in conjunction with a Metrohm 663VA stand. Dri-154 

ref-5 electrode from WPI (Sarasota, FL, U.S.A.) and a glassy carbon electrode were used as reference 155 

and counter electrode, respectively. The working electrode was a thin mercury film plated onto a 156 

rotating glassy carbon disk of 2 mm diameter (Metrohm) as detailed in Supporting Material (SM, 157 

section A). The rotating disk/thin mercury film electrode was renewed on a daily basis for each set of 158 

experiments. AGNES measurements were performed according to the following protocol. Metal 159 

deposition step at the mercury electrode was achieved by applying a potential Ed maintained constant 160 

during a suitable deposition time (td) under agitation conditions (1000 rpm rotation speed). The 161 

magnitude of the potential Ed was chosen in order to accumulate enough indium to be detected, and td 162 

was fixed so as to reach the situation in line with Nernstian equilibrium and absence of metal 163 

concentration gradients in the vicinity of the electrode surface [34,36,39]. Under our experimental 164 

conditions, Ed was varied from -0.570V to -0.590V vs Ag/AgCl and td in the range 120s to 160s. 165 

Regarding the stripping step, the oxidizing current was equal to 3µA. At equilibrium, the gain (or 166 

preconcentration factor) Y is the ratio between the concentration of indium amalgamated in the 167 

mercury electrode and the concentration of the oxidised metal form in solution. It has been shown that 168 

the corresponding measured accumulated charge     is proportional to the free (hydrated cation) metal 169 

concentration, which reads for indium: 170 

              
 

          (1)  171 

where  
    
  is the free indium concentration in bulk solution and    is the proportionality factor  172 

                                (2)  173 

where F is the Faraday constant and     is the volume of the mercury electrode. A disposable 174 

polystyrene cell was placed in a double-walled container connected to a refrigerating-heating 175 

circulator and the temperature of the tested solution was set to 25°C. The solution was initially purged 176 

with nitrogen for 15 min, and afterwards a nitrogen blanket was systematically maintained above the 177 

sample solution. Prior to determination of  
    
  in the HNPs solution batches, a calibration plot was 178 

performed using the AGNES parameters (Ed; td) previously mentioned. Calibration measurements 179 

consists in preparing a 20 mL solution with composition: 10, 30 or 100 mM NaClO4, 60 µL of 1M 180 

HClO4 to fix the pH at 2.5, so that ca. 95% of indium is in free form. This value is estimated regarding 181 

the stability constants of the first and second indium hydroxide species derived from the stripping 182 

chronopotentiometry data recently reported in Galceran et al.,[35] with log1=-3.37 and log2=-6.95 at 183 

infinite dilution. More details on the evaluation of log1 and log2 are provided in SM (section B). 184 

Then, several additions of 10 µM and 100 µM indium stock solution were performed to construct the 185 
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calibration curve. After this procedure, the equilibrated batch solution containing HNPs with the 186 

lowest total indium concentration was disposed in the electrochemical cell and AGNES measurements 187 

were repeated three times. Upon appropriate addition of concentrated indium solution (10 µM or 100 188 

µM), several total concentrations of indium were tested. The same protocol was iterated with a second 189 

batch having a higher total indium concentration. Under the pH condition of interest in this work 190 

(pH=4.0), the free indium ions are in equilibrium with hydroxide species, mainly   (   
2 

 and 191 

  (    
 
 (see SM, section B for further details). Starting from the free ion concentrations determined 192 

experimentally, bulk   (   
2 

 and   (    
 
 concentrations,          

  and  
  (    

 
 , respectively, were 193 

computed using Visual MINTEQ software [40]. The smeared-out concentration     ,b of all forms of 194 

indium associated with HNPs in the whole sample volume was then directly obtained from the mass 195 

balance equation involving the relevant indium metal species, i.e.     ,b            
    

    
  196 

         
           

 
 . 197 

 198 

THEORY 199 

Boltzmann accumulation factors of Indium at HNPs. 200 

Following previous work on the binding of divalent metals to nanoparticulate fulvics [5], the 201 

Boltzmann factors pertaining to the partitioning of the cationic indium species between HNP body and 202 

bulk solution were estimated on the basis of the potential profile operational within and outside 203 

charged HNPs and determined with or without accounting for the neutralization of the structural HNP 204 

charges following intra- and extra-particulate accumulation of counterions from electrolyte solution. In 205 

both situations considered, the evaluation of the potential profile calls for solving the nonlinear 206 

Poisson Boltzmann (PB) equation [41] along the lines we detailed elsewhere [26]. This evaluation 207 

requires knowledge of the particle radius (rp) and the volume density of pristine structural charges 208 

carried by HNPs    
   

  under the relevant pH and salt concentration conditions [25] (see ‘Electrostatic 209 

and protolytic descriptors of HNPs’ i  Results a d discussio , for the evaluation of   
   

 of our HNPs 210 

system). rp was estimated from scanned stripping chronopotentiometry, leading to rp = 5.0 1.4nm 211 

[25], and   
   

 from our recent interpretation of HNPs protolytic titration data vs pH and salt 212 

concentration using Soft Poisson Boltzmann-based Titration formalism for nanoparticles (SPBT) [25]. 213 

We briefly recall below how the relevant Boltzmann accumulation factors of indium species inside 214 

and in the vicinity of charged HNPs is formulated for the two envisaged scenarios.  215 

 216 

Boltzmann accumulation of indium metal species without account of HNPs charge neutralization by 217 

intra/extra particulate counterion accumulation.  218 

The electrostatic potential distribution across the HNPs is denoted as         where r is the radial 219 

coordinate with the origin r=0 set at the particle center.         was evaluated by numerical solving of 220 
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the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann differential equation established for permeable nanoparticles defined 221 

by given rp  and    
   

 and dispersed in 1:1 NaClO4 electrolyte [26,41]. The resulting Boltzmann factor 222 

  
      
   

 of e.g.      ions accumulated from r=0 to r=R with R the radius of the accumulation volume, is 223 

then simply given by:  224 

        

   
                        

 

 
 ,                                        (3a) 225 

and the Boltzmann factors   
          
   

,   
         

 
   

 for          and        
  are provided by: 226 

  
          
   

                        
 

 
                                       (4b) 227 

  
         

 
   

                       
 

 
                                       (5c) 228 

The overall Boltzmann accumulation factor       
   

 for the ensemble of indium species then directly 229 

follows Eq. (3) after proper ponderation of the bulk concentration of each indium species, i.e. 230 

      
   

 
  
      
   

  
    
    

          
   

  
        
    

         
 

   
  

       
 

 

   
  .     (4) 231 

 232 

Boltzmann accumulation of indium metal species accounting for effects connected to the accumulation 233 

of counterions from background electrolyte.  234 

In this second situation, the impact of counterion accumulation at/within the particle body/surface 235 

during equilibration of HNP with its ionic atmosphere is accounted for. Such counterion accumulation 236 

effectively lowers the magnitude of the net HNP charge density, which may significantly affect the 237 

extent to which indium species are electrostatically associated to HNPs, and it thus may impact on 238 

their respective Boltzmann partitioning coefficient. The theoretical framework was reported by Duval 239 

et al.[26] and it is based on an iterative procedure for finding the equilibrated situation defined by the 240 

relationship          
    

  ,  where       is the total amount of charges originating from 241 

counterions accumulated within and/or outside the charged HNP body of volume   , and   
    

 242 

corresponds to the resulting net density of HNP structural charges. Once   
    

 is obtained, the 243 

associated          directly follows from the PB equation, and the equilibrated concentration   
    

 of 244 

the metal species X distributed in the accumulation sphere of radius R can be computed following the 245 

method detailed in Town et al.[5] for divalent metals after straightforward adaptation to the case of 246 

mono-, di- and tri-valent indium species and 1:1 background electrolyte (of interest in this work). The 247 

accumulation Boltzmann factor pertaining to each indium species is then simply given by: 248 

  
      
    

  
    
    

      
  ,          (5a) 249 
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        (5b) 250 

  
         

 
    

  
       

 
    

         
 

 ,                     (5c) 251 

and the total Boltzmann factor       
    

 for the ensemble of indium metal species is now given by : 252 

      
    

 
  
      
    

  
    
    

          
    

  
        
    

         
 

    
  

       
 

 

   
  .     (6) 253 

For the sake of conciseness, we refer below to either equilibrated (eq) or structural (s) -with a common 254 

superscript (eq,s)- to embrace both approaches where HNP charge neutralization by counterion 255 

accumulation is accounted for or not, respectively. We stress that the contribution of indium species in 256 

the neutralization of HNP charges is insignificant as compared to that of counterions from background 257 

electrolyte (present in large excess over the metal species), a point that we verified upon determination 258 

of          from PB equation formulated with and without including the contribution of the indium 259 

species to the overall density of mobile ionic charges at position r. Last, it is emphasized that the 260 

concentrations      
 ,          

 ,         
 

  involved in Eqs 4 and 6 are all determined experimentally, 261 

and that the evaluation of   
      
      

,    
          
      

 and   
         

 
      

 was carried out with full account of the 262 

HNP protolytic descriptors relevant under the here tested pH and salt concentration conditions. 263 

Related to the latter point, we recall that the pristine density   
   

 of structural HNP charges required 264 

for the analysis directly follows from protolytic titration data relevant for the HNP material adopted in 265 

this work (see Results and Discussion) [25]. For given measured concentrations      
 ,          

 , 266 

        
 

   and Boltzmann factors   
      
      

,    
          
      

 and   
         

 
      

 computed at given R, the resulting 267 

apparent stability of In-HNP complex species (with both chemical and electrostatic contributions 268 

included) can be estimated as a function of background electrolyte concentration and subsequently 269 

compared to that determined on the basis of the measured concentrations     ,b and    
 . Results are 270 

discussed in the next section. The FORTRAN computational codes developed for evaluation of       
      

 271 

are available upon request. 272 

 273 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 274 

Electrostatic and protolytic descriptors of HNPs  275 

The parameters describing the binding of protons to our HNP were previously obtained from analysis 276 

of protolytic titration curves according SPBT formalism [25].  The analysis provides the total charge 277 

   distributed throughout the whole HNP volume (  ) as a function of pH and solution ionic strength. 278 

It reveals that carboxylic groups are 3 times more abundant than phenolic ones with corresponding 279 

equivalent densities of monovalent charges of -298±2 mol m
-3

 and -101±5 mol m
-3

 (expressed per 280 
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HNP volume), respectively. In addition, the analysis allowed the determination of the Langmuir-281 

Freundlich equation parameters namely the pKa values, centered at 4.26 ± 0.02 and 8.57 ± 0.09 and the 282 

distribution widths mH,1 = 0.46 ± 0.01 and mH,2 = 0.59 ± 0.03 for carboxylic (1) and phenolic (2) 283 

groups, respectively. These different HNP protolytic properties were explicitly included in the 284 

structural charge density term of the PB equation solved here to evaluate the Boltzmann accumulation 285 

factors of indium species at HNPs (see section Theory) along the lines given in Pinheiro et al.[25]. 286 

 287 

Electrostatic contribution to indium binding to Humic nanoparticles 288 

Figure 1 displays the apparent stability constants   app measured for indium-HNP complexes, adopting 289 

for    app the definition by Town et al.[5], i.e.: 290 

   app      ,b     
  (   ,t      ,b            (7) 291 

where     ,b is the (measured) smeared-out concentration of all forms of indium hydroxy species 292 

associated with HNP particles over the whole sample volume,    
  is the total concentration of 293 

dissolved indium species, which includes free indium ions and hydrolysis complexes, and    ,t refers to 294 

the concentration of deprotonated HNP reactive sites smeared-out over the solution volume (   ,t is 295 

derived directly from the densities of charges (-298±2 mol m
-3

), from pKa1 and mH,1 values, with the 296 

end result    ,t=8.8 mmol m
-3

 at pH=4 [25]). Analysis of indium speciation in bulk solution showed that 297 

the trivalent indium species are still significantly present at pH 4, and in 100 mM electrolyte 298 

concentration the respective fractions of indium species read as 27%, 41% and 32% for In
3+

,          299 

and        
 , respectively. In Figure 1,   app is plotted against the degree of metal occupation of HNP 300 

binding sites (i.e. the ratio     ,b    ,t   at three NaClO4 concentrations (10 mM, 30 mM and 100 mM). 301 

The measured   app involves the (chemical) inner-sphere complexation of indium species with HNP 302 

reactive sites, with an intrinsic stability constant that we denote as      , and an electrostatic Boltzmann 303 

factor       
     

 (’exp’ for experime tal,  ot to co fuse with the theoretical factors       
      

 introduced in 304 

the preceding section), so that   app        
     

     . As typical for heterogeneous complexants,       (and 305 

therewith   app) for HNPs depends on the metal-to-HNPs reactive sites coverage, that is, the extent to 306 

which the reactive sites are involved in inner-sphere complexation depending on their molecular 307 

environment and respective metal binding constants. For many types of humic substances, log   app  vs. 308 

log     ,b    ,t   is a straight line with slope equal to −1/Γ, where Γ is the heteroge eity parameter (0 < Γ 309 

≤ 1 and Γ = 1 for the homogeneous case) [5]. As the electrolyte concentration decreases, screening of 310 

HNP charges becomes less significant, and the magnitude of both       
     

 and   app  increases, in line 311 

with Figure 1 and standard polyelectrolyte effect. This latter effect predominates over the decrease in 312 

the concentration of reactive sites (or charges) of HNP with decreasing electrolyte concentration [25]. 313 

The reason is that, regardless of the electrolyte concentration adopted here, the (charged) HNP reactive 314 
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sites are always in large excess over the indium metal species. At fixed     ,b    ,t   the increase in   app 315 

with decreasing electrolyte concentration thus directly reflects the way electrostatics affects indium 316 

complexation by HNP. We observe that the difference between two sets of   app data collected under 317 

different salinity conditions is constant over the whole range of metal-to-HNP load (or     ,b    ,t   318 

studied here. This finding supports that the contribution of electrostatics on In-HNP complex stability 319 

is independent of the range of metal-to-HNP reactive sites coverage explored in this study. In other 320 

words, the particulate electric field is not affected by the neutralization of negative HNP charges by 321 

metal ions, which agrees with conclusion based on the (similar) solution to PB equation obtained with 322 

or without including HNP charge neutralization by indium species (counterions from NaClO4 are 323 

always in large excess over indium).  324 

The experimental Boltzmann factor       
     

can be derived following the strategy detailed by Town et 325 

al.[5] provided that   app values can be measured at electrolyte concentrations sufficiently high for the 326 

HNP charge screening to be so significant that       
     

   (case where electrostatic contribution to 327 

metal binding is insignificant). Exploiting such a ‘refere ce situatio ’,       
     

 operative at a given salt 328 

concentration can then be directly quantified from the ratio between slopes of the curve   app vs. 329 

              (plotted in double logarithmic representation) evaluated at the tested salinity and at that 330 

corresponding to the aforementioned ‘reference situation’ [5]. In this work, we checked that the 331 

experimental identification of this ‘refere ce situatio ’ is  ot possible due to the aggregation of HNPs 332 

occurring at salt concentrations  150mM. Accordingly, to circumvent this difficulty and proceed to 333 

data analysis and confrontation with theoretical predictions, we evaluate below the electrostatic 334 

contributions to In complexation by HNPs at elecc 10 and 30 mM relative to that at 100 mM, where 335 

elecc  refers to bulk concentration of NaClO4. These relative electrostatic contributions to metal 336 

binding correspond to the ratios            
     

            
     

  or            
     

            
     

 , i.e. to the slope of the 337 

log-log plots   app vs.               estimated at 10mM and 30 mM divided by that at 100mM, 338 

respectively. 339 
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Figure 1: Apparent stability constants   app for the indium complexes formed with nanoparticulate humics as 

a function of the degree of association of In with HNP reactive sites, measured at elecc 10mM, 30mM, 

100mM NaClO4 concentration and pH=4. Lines correspond to linear regression of experimental data with 

slopes equal to -1.61 for the three ionic strengths. Error bars refer to calculation uncertainties of   app 

estimated from the experimental errors on the indium concentration measurements.  
 

Figure 2 reports the ratios            
     

            
     

  and            
     

            
     

  together with those 340 

estimated from theory, i.e.            
      

            
      

  and            
      

            
       

  that pertain to the situations 341 

where structural (s) or equilibrated (eq) HNPs charge densities are considered to estimate the 342 

Boltzmann partitioning coefficients of In (see section Theory). Theoretical computations are provided 343 

as a function of the radius R of the metal accumulation sphere, with R being the only parameter 344 

adjusted to reach consistent fitting of the experimental data at the different solution ionic strength 345 

conditions tested in this work.  346 
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Figure 2: Comparison between electrostatic Boltzmann partitioning coefficients of In at HNP/solution 

interface as derived from experiments and theory (  
          

 
   

            
   

 ) as a function of R, the radius of the 

accumulation volume. The superscript     specifies how the       -ratios were derived, with           for 

factors derived from experiments, and         and          for ratios estimated from theory considering 

structural (s) or equilibrated (eq) HNP charge density, respectively. See text for details.      
  refers to the 

background NaClO4 electrolyte concentration (10, 30 mM and 100 mM). The grey domains capture the limits 

of the       
     

 ratios estimated from linear regressions of the   app vs.   M,b    ,t  log-log plots with including their 

dispersion reflected by the errors bars in Figure 1.  

 347 

Figure 2 shows a good agreement between experiments and theory based on the structural (s) HNP 348 

charge density for computation of the electrostatic potential distribution. Within experimental 349 

uncertainties,            
   

            
   

  is identical to             
     

            
     

  for  0<R 5 nm, whereas  350 

           
   

             
   

  compares well to measured data for  3.5<R 5 nm. Closer inspection of the data 351 

reveals that            
   

             
   

  significantly overestimates            
     

             
     

  for decreasing 352 

values of R. This trend simply reflects the neglect of the decrease in HNP charge density as a result of 353 

HNP charge neutralization by counterion accumulation in the intraparticulate HNP body. The lower is 354 

the electrolyte concentration, the most significant becomes the effect of HNP charge neutralization on 355 

the particle electric field. All in all, results at 10 mM and 30 mM treated on the basis of the structural 356 

(s) HNP charge density within PB formalism are in line with an accumulation of indium cations that 357 

spans over the intraparticulate volume. This finding for indium contrasts with the conclusions obtained 358 
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for the binding of divalent metal cations (Cd(II), Cu(II)) to  highly charged nanoparticulate fulvics [5]. 359 

For the latter particles with size of the order of the Debye layer thickness (1 /  ) under practical 360 

salinity conditions (as it is the case for the HNPs considered here, with   p  1.67 and   p 0.5 at 361 

elecc 10 mM and 100 mM, respectively), a significant accumulation of the metals proceeds in an 362 

extraparticulate (condensation) zone, which points to the involvement of counterion condensation 363 

phenomena as examined by Manning for linear polyelectrolytes. This difference likely originates from 364 

the charge density of the fulvics in Town et al.[5] that is ca. five times larger than that of our HNPs. 365 

Such high charge density of the fulvics advocates for the occurrence of Manning-like condensation of 366 

metal ions.  367 

The agreement between theoretical and experimental Boltzmann factors is greatly enhanced pending 368 

account of HNP charges neutralization by electrolyte counterions. Indeed, the Boltzmann factor ratios 369 

derived from experiments at 10 mM and 30 mM remarkably match the ratios            
    

            
    

  and 370 

           
    

            
    

  for values of R in the range 0<R 3.5 nm at both 10 mM and 30 mM NaClO4. In 371 

line with results given for divalent metals [5], this finding confirms that equilibrated ion partitioning 372 

provides the best description for the electrostatic contribution to metal complexation by charged 373 

nanoparticles as a function of electrolyte concentration. 374 

We now report in Figure 3 the electrostatic potential profiles         and          evaluated from PB 375 

equation that integrates either equilibrated or structural HNP charge density. Both         and          376 

profiles show a bell-shaped form, thus confirming that the commonly adopted Donnan electrostatic 377 

model [16,42] is not relevant for nanoparticles in the thick double layer regime where   p 1. When 378 

discarding HNP charge neutralization by counterions, the corresponding electrostatic potential profile 379 

in the particle body is significantly overestimated compared to that computed with integrating HNP 380 

charge equilibration with its counterion atmosphere. Figure 3 further shows that in the innermost part 381 

of HNPs, the order (with varying electrolyte concentration)  of the equilibrated electrostatic potential 382 

profile is reversed compared to that obtained with considering the structural charge density of HNPs 383 

within PB equation, in agreement with Duval et al.[26]. In the latter case, the potential (in absolute 384 

value) decreases at fixed position with increasing electrolyte concentration due to conventional 385 

particle charge screening.  386 
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Figure 3 : Electrostatic potential profiles obtained from PB equation using the structural (A) and 

equilibrated (B) HNP charge density for      
 =10mM, 30mM, 100mM (specified). In (B), computations were 

carried out with a counterion accumulation volume of radius R=4nm.  

 387 

The ratios    
          

 
    

             
    

   are found nearly constant for radius R of metal accumulation volume 388 

lower than ca. 3 nm (Figure 2), which basically corresponds to the intraparticulate region where the 389 

dependence of          on r is weakest and potential largest in magnitude (Figure 3). Unlike 390 

  
          

 
   

             
   

 ,   
          

 
    

             
    

   increases dramatically for R rp, and this behavior 391 

corresponds to the limit (eq) (s)
o o/ 1    where it is impossible to accommodate more counterions 392 

within the electric double layer in order to compensate for NP structural charges [26].  393 

Now that the electrostatic contribution to In-HNP association has been evaluated, in the next section 394 

we discuss the intrinsic chemical component       of the apparent stability constant   app of In-HNP 395 

complexes. 396 

 397 

Intrinsic stability constants for indium-HNP complexes 398 

The intrinsic stability constant       of In-HNP complexes is defined by [5]: 399 

      
    

     
            (8) 400 

where     ,    and     are the local intraparticulate concentrations of In-HNP inner-sphere complexes, 401 

the concentration of unoccupied reactive sites within the particle and the concentration of unbound 402 

indium species in HNP body, which encompasses both free indium cations and hydrolysis products, 403 

respectively.     follows directly from    
  and      according to: 404 
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                         (9) 405 

where           
  is the total indium concentration in solution,    

  is the bulk solution concentration of the 406 

dissolved indium species, and   stands for the HNP volume fraction estimated from the product 407 

between the HNP mass concentration (5 10
-3

 kg m
-3

) and the HNP specific hydration volume (0.0137 408 

m
3
 kg

-1
) [25]. 409 

Estimation of     is done by using the equation : 410 

          
    

    
              (10) 411 

where we adopted the Boltzmann accumulation factor evaluated from equilibrated HNP charge density 412 

because this strategy consistently describes the experimental results at both 10 and 30 mM NaClO4 413 

concentration with R≤ 3.5nm (Figure 2). Accordingly, values of       obtained from Eqs 8-10 are 414 

reported in Figure 4 as a function of the coverage degree    being the ratio between the 415 

concentrations of the inner-sphere indium complexes and the total reactive sites (            ) and 416 

for various accumulation radii R satisfying R≤ 3.5nm. Analysis reveals that all data collected at 10 417 

mM, 30 mM and 100 mM NaClO4 concentrations fall within a single master curve where log        418 

decreases linearly with log   . This linearity is best preserved for R=2.5 nm as judged from analysis 419 

of the linear regression at various values of R in line with R≤ 3.5nm. The correctness and consistency 420 

of our identification of the electrostatic component of indium binding to HNP are evidenced by the 421 

merging of all       values within a master curve where       were estimated from   app collected at 422 

different electrolyte concentrations (Figure 1). Figure 4 thus reports the intrinsic chemical 423 

contribution       to the stability of In-HNP complexes after proper correction of the data given in 424 

Figure 1 for electrostatic effects. 425 

 426 
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Figure 4: Intrinsic (chemical) stability constant   i t of indium-HNP complexes at pH=4.00 as a function of the 427 
degree of association of In with HNP reactive sites, namely the coverage degree    at different radii R 428 
(indicated) for the sphere of metal accumulation within HNP. Points are calculated for R=2.5nm, with green, red 429 
and blue points corresponding to data at 100 mM, 30mM, 10mM ionic strength, respectively. Dashed lines 430 
represent linear regressions of derived log        vs. log    plot for R=3 and 1.5 nm. The inset displays the 431 
dependence of the standard deviation of the residuals (SDR) associated with linear regressions of log       vs. 432 
log    plot on the radius R, and the grey zone in the inset depicts the range of R values where SDR is less than 433 
1% of the minimum SDR value obtained for R=2.5 nm. 434 

 435 

For an accumulation radius R=2.5 nm, we find an     ,  
    

 that equates 12, 40 and 120 at 100mM, 30mM 436 

and 10mM NaClO4 electrolyte concentration, respectively. For the sake of comparison, values of  437 

   , d
    

 pertaining to binding of Cd(II) to highly-charged fulvics were found to be in the range 3 to 10 438 

and 12 to 57 in 100 mM and 10 mM KNO3 electrolyte, respectively [5]. Then, even for HNPs systems 439 

featuring a charge density that is much lower than that for the nanoparticulate fulvics examined in 440 

Town et al.[5], the binding of multivalent indium species to HNPs remains dramatically impacted by 441 

electrostatics. This reveals the major effect of the valence of the metal ions on their interaction with 442 

organic matter even if the latter is poorly to moderately charged.  443 

Now that we have defined the intrinsic stability constant       of In-HNP complexes, the heterogeneity 444 

parameter   invoked while commenting Figure 1 can be safely estimated from the slope of the double 445 

logarithmic representation         vs.    (Figure 4) according to the Freundlich-type equation i.e. 446 

log   = constant -  log     , with the result =0.64. This value denotes a moderate heterogeneous 447 
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binding of indium by HNP reactive sites, very similar to that of Cd(II) by highly charged humics 448 

(=0.6) [5], but significantly less heterogeneous than the complexation of Cu(II) by humics (=0.2) at 449 

pH=6 [5]. The latter difference possibly originates from our low pH (pH=4) where only a modest 450 

fraction of the carboxylic groups is involved in the indium binding process, contrary to higher pH (e.g. 451 

pH=6) where binding proceeds over a larger fraction of carboxylic sites and possibly phenolic sites. 452 

Even at pH=4, Figure 4 evidences a range of relatively high log       (m
3
 mol

-1
) values (between 4.0 to 453 

1.5) achieved at low (log -2 or 1%) to moderate metal-to-reactive sites coverage (log -0.3 or 50%). For 454 

the sake of comparison, Town et al.[5] determined at pH=6 log       for Cd(II) complexation by 455 

humics with values from 0.25 to -2.5 and coverage degrees from 0.3 to 10%, thus denoting smaller 456 

complexation than that evidenced here for indium. The log       for Cu(II) complexation by humics 457 

reported in[5] ranges from 6 to -2 from 0.3 to 30% coverage degree, i.e. a stronger complexation than 458 

indium at low coverage, probably connected to the larger heterogeneity (=0.2). At higher coverage 459 

(above 50 %), indium complexation becomes stronger than copper probably due to the higher intrinsic 460 

affinity of the carboxylic sites for trivalent as compared with divalent metal ions [43], generally 461 

observed for rare earth elements like actinides or lanthanides as a result of multidentate binding with 462 

carboxylic groups [44,45]. A stronger binding of trivalent metal cations compared to that of divalent 463 

ones is also observed from complexation data analysed with help of the generic NICA parameters for 464 

metal ion complexation by humic matter [16], with reported log complexation constant values of 6.0 465 

for Fe(III)-fulvics complexation, 3.5 for Fe(III)-humics, 2.8 for Cr(III)-fulvics and 4.3 for Cr(III)-466 

humics, which are generally two to three orders magnitude higher than those reported for divalent 467 

cations.  468 

Following this qualitative comparison with results derived from standard NICA model where Donnan 469 

electrostatics is considered, we attempted to interpret quantitatively the complexation data reported in 470 

Figure 1 for indium-humics as a function of metal-to-reactive site coverage and electrolyte 471 

concentration making using of the NICA-Donnan (NICAD) model. More details of the NICA-Donnan 472 

approach and the fitting procedures are given in the section C of the SM. For that purpose and to avoid 473 

any bias in the comparison with results obtained on the basis of advanced Poisson Boltzmann-based 474 

modeling, we adopted here the protolytic properties of our HNP materials as derived from the NICA-475 

Donnan modeling of HNP titration curves reported by Botero et al.[38] who worked on the same HNP 476 

system as that adopted here. Accordingly, attempts to reconstruct the data in Figure 1 with NICA-477 

Donnan model were performed making use of the parameters describing the protolytic features of the 478 

carboxylic sites (sites 1), the only relevant at pH=4 where indium complexation experiments were 479 

carried out. Site densities (Qmax1), protolytic parameters (     , mH,1 being equal nH,1   p1 (see the 480 

NICA equation S9 in SM)) and HNP heterogeneity parameters (p1) implemented for data 481 

reconstruction with NICA-Donnan model were therefore Qmax,1  =3.18 ± 0.92 mol per kg of HNP, log 482 

    =3.65 ± 0.23, mH,1 =0.66, nH,1=0.84±0.04 and p1=0.79±0.03. As a result, only two parameters 483 
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pertaining to indium complexation by carboxylic sites were adjusted to recover the data of Figure 1 484 

using NICAD, namely the binding parameter        and the stoichiometry parameter nIn,1.  485 

 486 

Figure 5: Experimental data (symbols) for indium binding to HNP at three NaClO4 electrolyte concentrations 487 
(10mM, 30mM and 100mM) and outcome from NICA-Donnan modelling (dotted lines) when data collected at 488 
the three electrolyte concentrations are simultaneously considered for the fitting (A) and when they are 489 
considered separately (B). See section C of the supporting materials for more details on the computation of the 490 
In-HNP concentrations. 491 
 492 

As shown in Figure 5A, NICAD approach fails to reproduce the dependence of   app on electrolyte 493 

concentration and indium-to-reactive sites coverage. Agreement between NICAD and experimental 494 

data is achieved only in the case where fitting is performed separately for each electrolyte 495 

concentration tested (Figure 5B ). The latter fitting procedure, however, leads to strong and 496 

inconsistent variations in the values of        and nIn,1 obtained over the whole range of NaClO4 497 

concentration. In turn, such        cannot be considered as the intrinsic chemical component of the 498 

stability constant of indium-HNPs complexes as it significantly varies with electrolyte concentration, 499 

i.e. with the extent to which electrostatics impacts on indium binding. A variation in        of up to one 500 

order magnitude is obtained from NICAD modelling for electrolyte concentrations ranging from 501 

10mM to 100mM with corresponding log       ranging from 4.5 to 5.5, while values of nIn,1 remains 502 

basically constant within experimental error (nIn,1 = 0.44, 0.51 and 0.45 at 10mM, 30mM and 100 mM 503 

electrolyte concentration, respectively). 504 

The failure of NICAD model to properly interpret our In-HNP complexation data is due to 505 

theimplementation of Donnan electrostatics to represent the bell-shaped electrostatic potential profiles 506 

within and outside nanoparticles defined by   p of the order unity. This inadequacy of NICAD model 507 

to interpret metal complexation by nanoparticulate systems is masked when data analysis is not 508 

performed simultaneously over a large range of electrolyte concentrations (as it should). Then, 509 
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matching with experiments can be artificially performed but at the cost of physically inconsistent 510 

change of log       with salt concentration. Classically, the analysis of metal complexation by 511 

nanoparticulate ligands is reported versus pH at a single electrolyte concentration value in order to 512 

examine the competition between protons and metals in their binding to reactive sites. This strategy 513 

has thus inevitably masked the inconsistent Donnan electrostatic representation subsumed in NICAD 514 

but inadequate for nanoparticles in the thick double layer regime in line with    p values that do not 515 

well exceed unity. The shortcomings of NICAD as formulated here for indium-humics complexation 516 

supports the ones evidenced for the binding of protons [25] and divalent metal ions [5,20] to 517 

nanoparticulate fulvics and humics. 518 

 519 

CONCLUSIONS 520 

The current study demonstrates the correctness in applying the approach by Town et al.[5] adopted so 521 

far for divalent metal-fulvics/humics complexation and extended here to the binding of trivalent metal 522 

species to nanoparticulate humics. Analysis calls for a proper account of both the electrostatic and 523 

intrinsic chemical contributions to the measured (apparent) stability of indium-humics complexes, a 524 

step that is necessary to subsequently derive the chemodynamics and (bio)availability of these 525 

complexes in the vicinity of a reactive macro-interface like an electrode or a microorganism [7,9]. 526 

Obviously, the molecular environment of the coordination bond between the metal and the 527 

humics/fulvics reactive sites requires further investigations with help of techniques like Extended X-528 

Ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS), which however requires generally rather high metal-to-529 

particle reactive sites coverage, far from the low metal coverage range that prevails under realistic 530 

environmental conditions. The Poisson-Boltzmann formalism previously reported by Duval et al.[26], 531 

where the impact of counterion accumulation at/within the particle surface/body during equilibration 532 

with surrounding ionic atmosphere is shown to describe consistently how the apparent stability of 533 

indium-humics complexes, depends on electrolyte concentration. The analysis further requires a single 534 

adjustable parameter (the radius R of the counterions accumulation sphere) pending the protolytic 535 

features of the particles are independently determined by consistent analysis of proton titration curves. 536 

We further demonstrate and explain the failure of the conventional NICAD model to reproduce our 537 

complete set of indium-HNPs complexation data collected at different solution ionic strengths, which 538 

echoes previous criticisms of NICAD when applied to model the binding of protons and divalent metal 539 

cations to nanoparticles for which Donnan electrostatic representation is clearly inappropriate 540 

[5,19,25]. This finding should be a source of concerns because Donnan electrostatic representation is 541 

abundantly adopted in various generic thermodynamic models on metal-to-nanoparticulate organic 542 

matter complexation [17][42]. Applying these models to nanoparticles in the thick double layer regime 543 

inherently bias evaluation of the intraparticulate speciation of indium with humics as they 544 
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underestimate the electrostatic contribution, and thus, arbitrarily overestimate the chemical binding 545 

component so as to match experimental data at a given solution ionic strength.  546 
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